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         MEMORIES OF A BIGGLESWADE BOY         
 

                         BOYHOOD YEARS – 1930 to 1940 – Part 1  
 

                                               By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 
 

I was born in Runcorn in Cheshire but in 1930, when I was three years old, my parents moved to Biggleswade.  Therefore 

apart from initial babyhood, my boyhood, teenage and adult life, (except for the first 6 months of 1946 working in 

Rochester, followed by 2 years army service), has been spent in Biggleswade, thus making me just about eligible to be 

called a ‘Biggleswader’.  An appeal in 2013 by Roy Chadwick, Chairman of Biggleswade History Society, to members 

to write some of their memories made me aware that already my memory of some of those childhood days of some 70 to 

80 years ago is getting quite faulty, so I decided to set my fingers to work on the keyboard while I can still remember a 

few things.  I started off thinking that I could write probably a couple of A4 sheets but the more that I typed the more I 

remembered and so like Topsy in ‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin’ this article ‘just growed’.  
 

The following paragraphs are not the result of some thorough research but just random memories as they occur to me, 

which will hopefully give some sort of a picture of Biggleswade during the life of a boy from the early 1930s to about 

1940 and then as a teenager until about 1946.  These jottings might hopefully inspire somebody with a better memory 

than mine, or access to relevant documents or photos, to put pen to paper or fingers to keyboard and fill in some of the 

gaps, or correct my memory, or add some more anecdotes about Biggleswade in those years just before, or during, or just 

after World War 2. 
 

My father taught at Rose Lane School from 1930 until he retired in 1950.  He obviously had some initial difficulty finding 

a suitable house to rent prior to the move to Biggleswade, (there was a lot lower level of house purchasing in those days) 

as he had written to Biggleswade Urban District Council asking if, in order that he could be sure to be resident in the town 

at the start of the school year, it would be possible to have temporary accommodation in a council house until he managed 

to find a private house to rent.  The reply that he received from the Clerk to the Council stated that, “Council houses were 

provided for working people, not for people such as schoolteachers or bank clerks”.   
 

Fortunately he found a house in London Road, (I think it was 

number 148, or thereabouts), just a few houses beyond the 

Workhouse as you travelled away from the town centre.  Many 

local historians regret the demolition of the Workhouse, (where 

today we have a number of Local Government offices, including the 

Registrar’s Office), regarding it as a really good example of a typical 

Victorian Union Workhouse, which I have to agree that it was, but 

as a small boy it seemed to me to be 

a grim and forbidding building and 

the sight of it really scared me.  My 

parents were friends of the Master 

and Matron, Mr and Mrs Brind, 

and we were often invited there for 

Sunday tea.  Whenever we went 

through the front entrance I felt as if 

I was going into some grim jail like 

Dartmoor.  I can  remember that the 

living conditions for the inmates 

were ‘basic’ to say the least, but the 

men were each given a bottle of 

beer with their Christmas dinner.                                                                                 

                                                                              

                                                                                                            [Photo: Biggleswade Union Workhouse circa 1910]                                                      
 

Men and women were housed separately and for male children there was a Boys’ Home in London Road, nearer to the 

town centre.  The boys wore a distinctive uniform of grey jersey and shorts in the winter and grey shirt, shorts and socks in 

the summer. 
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There was no Holmemead School etc at the back of our house, just open fields right across to the railway line. (L.N.E.R. - 

London North Eastern Railway, in those days)   Away across the fields was the old derelict Kitelands cottage and near it a 

pond in a large thicket of bushes and small trees which later became a rubbish tip.  From memory I would say that it is 

now the Mead End playing field.  One memory that I have retained is walking along with the ploughman as he ploughed 

the fields behind our house and then when he was finished, as a very leg weary little boy, being given a ride home on the 

back of his horse.  One evening when I had just been put to bed my father called up to me from the back garden to get out 

of bed and look out of the window.  There overhead was the R101.  I think it must have been on one of its test flights and 

my father took a photo of it with his Kodak ‘box Brownie’ camera; a photo which I still have today. 
 

At the age of five I started school.  The Infants’ School was the centre part of the old 

Council School building, now residential apartments, looking out over the Rose Lane 

car park.  Until some years after World War 2 the present car park was a patch of waste 

ground known as Hick’s Pits and so the Council Elementary School was often referred 

to as Hick’s Pits Academy or Hick’s Pits College.  Attendance at the Infant’s School 

was from 5 to 7 years old.  No school runs with the car in those days.  All the young 

children walked to school.  Those fortunate few boys in the Senior Boys’ School who 

owned bikes were able to cycle.  Miss Harriet West was a firm but kindly and caring 

Headmistress of the Infants’ School and she still held that position when our eldest son 

started school in 1955, eventually retiring in 1957 after 40 years as a teacher, with 26 of 

those years spent in Biggleswade.  Another teacher I remember during my time at the 

Infants’ School was Miss Whale, almost as long serving as Miss West I believe. 
[Fred Simms, Chairman of Beds Education Committee, presents Miss West with a watch on her retirement] 
 

A few houses nearer to the town from our London Road house at148, therefore quite close to the Workhouse, lived Frank 

Saunders, Headmaster of the Junior Boys’ School, which was a Church School, situated in Church Street.  The school 

building is still there today, beside the old Fire Station.  Mr Hawes was a senior teacher and there was also a junior teacher, 

whose name I cannot recall.  Boys in those days wore shorts to a much later age than today and were often into early teen-

age before they started wearing long trousers.  Schoolchildren did not usually choose their own clothes but wore what 

their parents purchased for them.  We were fortunate in having a very good Headmaster in Frank Saunders and one of my 

main memories is of how he used to tell us stories like Treasure Island and Kidnapped, also The Count of Monte Christo, 

Les Miserables, The Three Musketeers and the Jungle Book stories of Rudyard Kipling.  Having told us the stories in his 

own words, getting us to realise what good stories they were, he would then have us read from the actual books.   I still 

have a book, The New School Omnibus, by Gunby Hadath, a popular author of school stories pre-war, that I won as a 

prize in 1938.  It is signed by Frank Saunders, Head Master.   Probably more than any one other single person, Frank 

Saunders helped to give me a love of reading books, which I still have today. 
 

The great event of the year was the annual Horse Fair on 14
th
 February.  At the lunchtime break we would rush across to 

the Market Square to watch the horse dealers trotting their horses up and down and haggling with prospective buyers.  
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[The Horse Fair on the Market Square pre-WW2, from the BHS collection. – Not the sharpest of photos but it conveys the atmosphere very well.] 
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         MEMORIES OF A BIGGLESWADE BOY         
 

                         BOYHOOD YEARS – 1930 to 1940 – Part 2  
 

                                               By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 
 

Games that we would play often seemed to come into fashion for a short while, with everybody playing them and then 

they would be superseded by another game or pastime. ‘Conkers’ was an obvious seasonal game but there was no 

explanation as to why we would all suddenly be playing hopscotch, marbles,  or a game that involved bouncing a tennis 

ball against a wall to knock stones out of a chalk circle.  Wells and 

Winch brewery was only a few yards along Church Street from the 

Junior Boys School and hanging on the back of brewery lorries was 

often a small wickerwork basket containing wooden bungs for the 

beer barrels.  These were ideal for standing up on end to use as an 

aiming mark for one of the marbles games that we played.  A 

surprising number of them somehow found their way into the school 

playground! 
 

 

 

In 1936 Biggleswade, like other towns throughout the country, 

celebrated the Silver Jubilee of King George V and one of the events 

was a procession similar to the Carnival procession that we enjoy 

today.  I have a photo of my brother and myself on the back of a 

decorated lorry in Fairfield Road, dressed as page boys, together with 

the Queen of the procession, who if my memory is correct was Nancy 

Brind, daughter of the Workhouse Master & Matron.  Until the new 

school playing field was completed Fairfield was the venue for the 

annual Sports Day for both the Senior Boys and Senior Girls Schools.  

 

The Headmaster of the Senior 

Boys School in the mid-1930s 

was Frank Underwood and on 

two successive years during the 

school summer holiday Mr and 

Mrs Underwood, their two sons 

Alan and Graham, my parents 

and my brother Philip and I, 

together with our  luggage for a 

week, somehow managed to 

squeeze into Mr Underwood’s 

car and he drove us all to 

Hemsby near Yarmouth, where 

there was a wide beach with a 

row of wooden beach 

bungalows along the top of a 

low ridge of sand hills, with a 

shallow grass valley behind 

them.  We stayed in one of these wooden bungalows and spent most of the time on the wide uncrowded beach.  One treat 

that we looked forward to each day was the arrival of the man who gave donkey rides, but the highlight of the week was 

at the end of Wednesday afternoon when the mobile fish and chip van came along the valley.  Wonderful days! 

Biggleswade Brewery  - an archive photograph of 1864 

Photo: En route to Hemsby – a stop for sandwiches and to cool the engine.  Frank Underwood is standing centrally behind the 

group of children, and Eric is standing at the front, his hat marked with a cross. 
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Travellers on the A1 would pass through Biggleswade, as with no by-pass, Shortmead Street, High Street, Stratton Street 

and London Road were part of the A1 Great North Road.  For many years motorists travelling on this major road were 

well served with garages as they drove through the town. Owen Godfrey at the start of Shortmead Street, Mantles in the 

High Street, then Mantle’s again in London Road, followed by Harry Kitchener’s (later Blue Star, but now demolished), 

Newman’s Dunton Corner Garage, which also included a small café and then, in later years, Jack Bygraves.   
 

A regular sight along the road in the summer was the ‘Stop me and Buy One’ ice 

cream tricycle selling Wall’s ice cream or Maurice Smith selling his own 

Premier Dairy ice cream.  [‘Diplomas Awarded’ – see the photo, left]    
 

Another regular tradesman who was often seen on London Road in my 

childhood had a blue van, from which he sold paraffin.  You took your own 

container out to the van and he opened a tap on the back and put as much as you 

required into your container.  Dunton Lane did not start from the roundabout as 

today but started with what is now the cul-de-sac beside the petrol station.   

Opposite Newman’s Dunton Corner Garage, directly across the end of Dunton 

Lane, was a meadow with quite a sizeable pond in the centre,  I can remember 

my brother and I once spending an afternoon sailing his toy yacht, a recent 

birthday present, on this pond. 
 

The Council Schools (State Schools) were regularly visited by the School 

Attendance Officer, who would take the register from the teacher and call out our 

names, to which we had to answer, to check that the register had been completed correctly.  He travelled around the 

county on his motor bike to carry out this duty and I recall his name as being Mr Benson.  Caning, either on the hand or on 

the bottom, was a regular punishment for misbehaving in the Junior and Senior Schools and the teacher had to enter the 

details in the Punishment Book.  This was to check that no excessive caning was carried out and that it was appropriate to 

the misdemeanour.  As well as this primary reason the Punishment Book inevitably became a record of which boys were 

the most seriously misbehaved but I don’t know if this record was ever made available to other authorities. 
 

Pre-war we had lady teachers in the Infants School but only men teachers in the Junior Boys’ and Senior Boys’ Schools. 

There was apparently a reason for all the lady teachers being ‘Miss’.  From what I have read and heard it seemed to be the 

rule during the high unemployment years of the 1920s and 1930s  that women who worked in public service jobs such as 

teaching, the Civil Service, the Post Office, Local Government etc had to give up their jobs when they got married.  My 

mother was a teacher and had to resign when she married my father but got back into teaching again during the war, when 

many male teachers were serving in the Armed Forces. I can remember when I first started work hearing many of the 

men who had lived through the Depression years stating very firmly that “For every married woman at work there is a 

married man walking the streets looking for a job”.  This of course was at a time when it was generally accepted that the 

husband should be the wage earner and the wife should be at home looking after the children and doing the housekeeping.  

“One wage for one household” was the belief of many working people to whom the Depression years were still a fairly 

recent painful memory. 
 

After a few years we moved across London Road to number 121.  Our next door neighbour was Jack Bygraves, a car 

salesman at Mantles, who later owned his own car sales, servicing and repair business at the junction of London Road and 

Drove Road.   In the 1930s Eagle Farm Road was an unmade farm track.  Number 121 was a much newer house and it 

had a really modern improvement in the main bedroom which was used by my parents - a single bar electric fire built into 

the wall!  In those days when central heating was something that only well-to-do people had in their homes, cold 

bedrooms were the norm.  On many a frosty winter morning there were frost patterns not only on the outside of the 

window pane but quite often also on the inside.  
 

 After only a short stay at 121 London Road our landlord sold the house and we moved to 8 Banks Road in about 1933 or 

1934.  Soon after our move my sister Mavis was born.  Banks Road was an ‘unadopted’ road, literally a dirt road with lots 

of ruts and potholes and when it rained, many large, deep puddles.  Across the road from our house the triangle formed by 

Banks Road, Drove Road and Potton Road was cultivated ground, mainly used by Mr Moffat, one of the local 

nurserymen, for growing flowers.  In the centre was a small spinney which might have had an official name, but we 

children always called it Moffat’s Spinney. 
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         MEMORIES OF A BIGGLESWADE BOY         
 

                         BOYHOOD YEARS – 1930 to 1940 – Part 3  
 

                                               By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 
 

Soon after our move to Banks Road council houses were built along those previously undeveloped inner sides of Banks 

Road, Drove Road and Potton Road, to re-house people from sub-standard houses in Back Street and Cowfairlands (now 

re-named Fairlands).  The builders finished work at midday on Saturday (in most industries Saturday morning was part of 

the normal working week) and the part finished buildings, with their scaffolding, became an adventure playground for 

children.  A small gang of half a dozen of us boys, all of similar age, who lived in Banks Road, spent many a Saturday 

afternoon playing ‘chase’ and other games, up and down the ladders and around the horizontal plank walkways of the 

scaffolding.  Health and safety regulations were still to come, many years later! Along with building the houses came the 

men with the tarmac (or was it concrete) lorry, I don’t remember for sure, and Banks Road became a made-up road.   
 

Another event that remains in my memory was my mother catching scarlet fever, which meant that she had to be isolated 

in the Isolation Hospital in Potton Road, now Biggleswade Hospital.  When my father took us to visit her we could only 

look at her through a small window in the wall adjacent to her bed.  In about this same period there was also an epidemic 

of diptheria in Biggleswade that mainly affected children.  Mumps, measles, whooping cough and chicken pox were quite 

common childhood ailments. 
 

In 1937 I joined the Cubs, or Wolf Cubs, to give them their correct title of that time.  Nowadays they are Cub Scouts.  The 

Cub Leader was Miss Phyllis Smith who later married and became Mrs Poulton, and was for many years organist at St. 

Andrews church.  We held our weekly meetings in a loft in the yard of Joey Allen, a well known local ‘rag and bone 

man’.  His yard was in Back Street, approximately where the rear of the police station garages and the houses of Victoria 

Court are now.  One of the best things about Cub meetings was that 

we had to climb up a wooden ladder to get into the loft.  The Troop 

Leader of the Scout Troop, Walter Rook, used to help Miss Smith run 

the Cub meetings.  He worked for Dodimeads furniture shop in the 

High Street, was in the 1st Airborne Division during the war, taking 

part in the parachute landings in North Africa, Sicily and Arnhem and 

after the war opened his own business in the High Street, eventually 

becoming Town Mayor of Biggleswade as well as District 

Commissioner of Biggleswade & Sandy District Scouts. 
 

The most direct route from Cub meetings in Back Street to home in 

Banks Road would have been via Crab Lane and Lawrence Road 

but on dark winter nights a few of us used to walk up the Baulk and 

turn left along Drove Road, thereby passing the cemetery.  The new cemetery off Stratton Way, indeed Stratton Way 

itself, was a still a thing of the future.  We did this as a ‘dare’ because some of the boys maintained that there were ghosts 

in the cemetery.  With taut nerves we usually walked part of the way along the front railings and then someone would 

shout, “There’s a ghost” and the rest of us immediately took to our heels and did not stop running until we were nearly 

home. 
 

In the main School holidays in the late 1930s several of us children 

from Banks Road would often spend summer afternoons wandering 

about on the Pastures, that part of Biggleswade Common south of 

Potton Road.  It was within easy walking distance from home and 

sometimes we would persuade mothers to provide a picnic tea of sorts, 

which would usually be eaten on the banks of the stream that runs along 

the eastern edge of the Pastures and was a nice little stream for paddling 

in.  Another of our summer play-grounds, which no longer exists, was 

Warren’s Pond and the spinney around it, away across the fields on the 

eastern side of Biggleswade.  The stream by Froghall cottages was 

another favourite place for paddling and trying to catch ‘tiddlers’ and 

especially tadpoles on warm Spring and Summer afternoons.                    Froghall cottages (long gone) – photo by Chew c1890        

Poor housing in Back Street, looking towards 

Station Road.  Joey Allen’s yard was near the bend 

in the distance.  All of the houses were demolished. 
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There was no swimming pool in Biggleswade either pre-war or in the years immediately after the war and so as very 

small children we splashed about in the paddling pool in the Franklin Recreation Ground and then as we grew a bit older 

we swam in the river.  No swimming instructors of course and no swimming lessons at school, unless you went to a 

Grammar school such as Bedford Modern.  We moved our arms and legs as we had seen Johnny Weismuller do it in the 

Tarzan films and eventually managed to stay afloat and move through the water.  One favourite place was at the back of 

the Drill Hall, where a dip in the bank gave easy access to the river, and another was where the Ivel widened out a bit into 

a pool where it was joined by Bells Brook.  We called it the Black Locks but although it was nearby, it was not exactly on 

the site of the actual Black Locks of the Ivel Navigation of 1757–1877. 
 

The grassed area across Mill Lane from Ivel House and Franklin’s mill was then 

the mill pond, always known to us children as the mill pit.  In the latter part of the 

eighteenth century, and the early part of the nineteenth century, when the River 

Ivel was navigable from Tempsford to Biggleswade, but the Navigation had not 

yet been extended to Shefford, this was where the lighters were turned around 

ready for their downstream journey to Tempsford and then on to Kings Lynn.  

There were wild rumours common amongst us boys, that the mill pit was half a 

mile deep, a mile deep, or even bottomless.   

Along the bottom of the wall that bounded the edge of the mill pit and Mill Lane was a narrow concrete ledge, just a few 

inches above the water line.  We used to line up along it with our very cheap and simple fishing rods, or more usually our 

even cheaper fishing nets on the end of a bamboo cane, and spend 

our summer afternoons trying to catch ‘tiddlers’.  One day a bigger 

boy came pushing along the wall just behind me and into the mill pit 

I went.  To my great relief the water only came up to the middle of 

my chest.  I was helped back onto the ledge by a couple of the other 

boys and made the decision not to go home until my clothes had 

dried, on the basis that the telling off that I would get for being late 

home for my tea would be a lot less severe than the telling off that I 

would get for arriving home with soaking wet clothes, plus the 

possibility of future fishing in the mill pit being banned.  
 

Just beyond the mill pit was the Franklin Recreation Ground with its paddling 

pool [left] and bandstand.  Set back a little way from the river bank at the 

southern end of the Recreation Ground was a small wooden building from 

which pots of tea would be served.  This was our riverside Biggleswade Lido 

from 1929 to 1939.   (Pronounced ‘Lie-doe’ by some people and ‘Lee-doe’ 

by others).  Many children of that era spent numerous happy hours splashing 

about in the paddling pool and I can remember sitting in the ‘Rec’ with my 

parents on a Sunday afternoon listening to the Town Band and then enjoying 

tea which my father would fetch on a tray from Hill’s Tea Room.  Rowing 

boats, punts and canoes could be hired by the hour and could use the river 

from Franklin’s mill to Jordan’s mill, the limitation at each end being a weir 

adjacent to the mill.  There was also a diving board and a chute by the boat 

moorings and as well as swimming by the general public the Senior School Swimming Sports were held there each year 

for several years.  A couple of punts were secured end to end 

across the river to make a starting platform for the races, with a 

similar set-up some yards further down river towards the mill, 

which would be the finish of the races.  Another favourite spot 

for children to fish for ‘tiddlers’ was just beyond the tea rooms 

/boat station where there was a sloping overflow out of the river 

into a parallel stream a few yards from the riverside.  There was 

a good footpath all the way from Franklin’s mill to Jordan’s mill 

which was a popular stroll on Sunday afternoons in summer. 

 

 

Early photos showing the mill pit -  left , the mill, and below, fishing in the mill pit, with Ivel House in Mill Lane behind the railings. 
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                                               By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 
 

Not far from Franklin’s mill and 

the Lido was the Empire cinema 

in Hitchin Street.  On a Saturday 

morning would be the ‘Tuppenny 

Rush’ when it would be filled 

with children enjoying, for two 

pence (2d old money of course), a 

programme of mainly black and 

white films that would also 

include a short colour cartoon with 

characters such as Micky Mouse, 

Donald Duck or Popeye.  There 

would usually be a B movie 

western, featuring such heroes as 

Tom Mix, Buck Jones, Ken 

Maynard or Tim McCoy.  Roy 

Rogers, The Lone Ranger and 

Gene Autrey were to come later  
 

[The Empire, built for Charles Thurston, travelling showman, opened its doors in 1913.  It closed in 1958 and was demolished 1994.] 
 

Often there was a ‘thriller’ and the morning would inevitably end with an episode of a serial that left us eager to return 

again the next Saturday.  The event that we all looked forward to was on the Saturday before Christmas when the Empire 

held the ‘Christmas Treat’ for the children of the town.  As well as the films there was some additional entertainment such 

as a conjuror and as we left we were all given a paper bag containing such Christmas ‘goodies’ as an apple, an orange, 

some nuts and some sweets or a small bar of chocolate. 
 

Biggleswade really came up to date on 27
 
July 1936 when the Regal cinema (now the Bingo hall) was opened on the 

corner of Station Road and Back Street.  The formal opening ceremony was by Will Hay, a top cinema comedy star of 

the era, who was usually featured with fellow comic actors Moore Marriot and Graham Moffat in films such as ‘Oh Mr 

Porter’, ‘Where There’s a Will’ and ‘Windbag The Sailor’.  A great treat for us younger cinema goers in 1938 was Walt 

Disney’s full length colour film ‘Snow White and the Seven Dwarves’.  One feature in particular that the Regal had, 

which the Empire did not have, was a balcony and it became the done thing that young men taking their girls friends to 

‘the pictures’ would treat them to a seat in the balcony, rather than in the cheaper seats downstairs.  By the mid 1940s, 

when I became old enough to be interested in such things, my memory is that the back seats in the balcony (the best seats 

in the house) cost one shilling and nine pence (1s.9d). 
 

During my time at the Junior Boys School in Church Street I was given a bicycle as a Christmas present, a second hand 

one, purchased from Neville Smith (Cycles and Radios) in Stratton Street, which later became officially designated as an 

extension of the High Street.  Across the road Horace Gale ran a similar business in what had been the Town Hall in days 

gone by.  The Magistrates Court sessions were held there until the courthouse was built in Saffron Road in 1927.  It was 

never actually publicly owned but was the property of The Town Hall Company who leased it to the Biggleswade Urban 

District Council (more or less equivalent to our present Town Council).  After it ceased to be used for Council business 

and before Horace Gale opened his shop there in 1939, it was Chick’s Café and I can remember concerts and sometimes 

boxing matches being held there some evenings.  The building is now the home of our local branch of Pizza Express. 
 

We originally, like many other people in the 1930s, had a wireless (not ‘a radio’ in those days) powered by a battery, and 

every Saturday morning either my brother or I took the battery to Neville Smith’s or Horace Gale’s, where we handed it 

in and on payment of sixpence, I believe, received a fully charged battery in return.  Then just before the war my parents 

bought a new wireless that could be plugged into the main electrical circuit and so no more Saturday morning walks to get 

a recharged battery.  Once the war started, listening to the news became the major use of the wireless for many people and 
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in those earlier war years it was often very grim news.  To help to cheer us up there were comedy programmes on the 

wireless, of which Tommy Handley in ITMA (It’s That Man Again) was the most famous, and light entertainment 

programmes such as Monday Night At Eight, In Town Tonight, Saturday Night Music Hall and, on Sunday evenings, 

the music of Albert Sandler’s Orchestra from the Palm Court of the Grand Hotel. 
 

However, to return to my bike, a favourite ride was to Sutton Pack Horse Bridge and ford, or Sutton Splash as we called 

it, where the real attraction was to see who could cycle the fastest through the ford.  The trick was to ride as fast as possible 

down the slight slope from Sutton village and then put your feet up by the handlebars as you went through the stream, to 

avoid getting your shoes and socks soaked by the bow wave created by your front wheel.  The risk was that, should you 

hit a bump or anything in mid-stream, you would not have much control of the bike with your feet up like that and would 

fall off into the water.  I don’t remember it ever actually happening but the possible risk added to the fun and excitement. 
 

My bicycle also became a means of earning some extra pocket money.  Pre-war my father was a referee for local football 

matches and was also match secretary of the Beds Minor League, a football league for players under the age of twenty-

one.  He had to send a postcard each week to the secretaries of the teams confirming the fixtures for the following week 

and he suggested to me that if I liked to cycle round to Caldecote, Ickwell, Southill, Broom, Langford and Dunton and 

deliver these postcards I could have the penny that each one of them would have cost to post.  I considered that to be an 

easy and pleasant way of earning sixpence, which trebled my weekly pocket money.  
 

As soon as the school summer holiday started many of us went ‘peasing’ (pea picking) on the local farms such as Eagle 

Farm just off London Road.  We started early in the morning as if we went late all the places would already be taken up, 

usually by local women supplementing the family income, as well as by travelling gypsies.  We had to take with us a 

metal bucket (there were no plastic buckets then) and a low stool.  On reporting to the farm foreman we would be 

allocated a place in the line of pickers who were spread across the field.  Then we worked forward, moving our stools as 

we went, pulling out the pea vines, picking off all the peas we could see, which we dropped in the bucket, tossing the 

stripped vine behind us.  As the bucket was filled the peas would be tipped into a large sack that the foreman had given us 

and when we thought it contained the required weight of peas we took it to him,  He weighed it and if there were a few 

peas over the weight he put these back into our bucket. Or alternatively, if we had less, we had to go back and pick more.  

We were then given a disc, a ‘tally’, which we presented at the end of the week to claim our pay.  The foreman would 

often probe down into the sack with a metal rod. This was to check that the sack was genuinely full of peas and that the 

picker had not put bricks or large stones in under the top layer of peas in order to quickly make up the weight.  After the 

picking had finished for the day we were often allowed to go gleaning for any peas on the vines that had been missed 

during the picking and we were allowed to take these home. We could often glean enough for one meal for the family. 

 

[Photo from BHS collection]     
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         MEMORIES OF A BIGGLESWADE BOY         
 

                         BOYHOOD YEARS – 1930 to 1940 – Part 5  
 

                                               By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 
 

Sunday school attendance by children was much more common than today.  I went along Chapel Fields to the Methodist 

Sunday School and on the Sunday School Anniversary Sunday the lower floor of the Methodist Church would be filled 

with parents, teachers and other adults who attended the church while the gallery would be filled with Sunday school 

scholars, the boys on one side and the girls on the other.  Whether Sunday or day school, once children had grown up past 

the early years, at about 7 years old, it was quite usual to keep boys and girls separated.  The big attraction was the Sunday 

school annual outing.  We had a card that was marked with a star each time that we attended Sunday school and we had 

to get a certain number of stars on our card to entitle us to go on the outing.  I remember outings when a special train was 

hired to take children from all the Sunday schools in the town to the seaside, either Mablethorpe or Clacton and a couple 

of outings on a double decker bus to Wicksteed Park at Kettering.  As soon as we were allowed to board the bus there was 

a mad scramble by us boys to see who could get the front seat on the top deck. 
 

Biggleswade in those pre-war years was much smaller that it is today.  In fact it truly was a small country market town 

with market gardening as one of the main local industries and therefore one of the main sources of employment.  The 

work was mainly for men and before the 

present-day levels of mechanisation many more 

agricultural workers were needed for a given 

area of land than is the case today.  The northern 

limits of the town were Godfrey’s Garage at the 

end of Shortmead Street immediately before the 

Ivel Bridge, Sun Street round to Fairfield Road, 

St, John’s Street, Newtown and Potton Road as 

far as the old Chequers at the edge of the 

Common.  Beyond Owen Godfrey’s house, 

‘Norburn’, which was effectively the end of 

Fairfield Road, were Shortmead House and 

Fairfield House, but the residential area around 

Wilsheres Road, Beech Avenue, etc, was to 

come later, in post-war years.  Drove Road and 

London Road formed the eastern boundary - no 

Stratton Way, Glebe Road, Saxon Drive, 

Chambers Way or associated streets existed.  
 

According to the title deeds and related documents, work to build my present house in 

Broadmead started in 1937 and the first occupancy was in 1938.  Had the occupant in 

1939 looked out of the South facing back bedroom window he or she would not have 

seen the houses of Coppice Mead, as I do today, but would have seen a clear view 

over open countryside.  Mead End, Holme Court Avenue and the ‘Lakes estate’ were 

still a long way into the future.  Number 55 Dells Lane, built in 1935, was the last 

house in the road.       
 

Before the coming of the Weatherley Oilgear (later Cincinnati Milacron) factory, 

which occupied an area approximately from Tennyson Avenue to Blunham Road, 

there was a rough patch of ground, adjacent to the footpath from Dells Lane to the 

path that runs parallel with the railway, which was believed by some local people to 

have been an old sand extraction pit.  It was known as Hoppie’s Meadow or 

alternatively Humpty Dumpty meadow.  Being full of humps and hollows it was 

therefore a favourite playground for the local children.  When it snowed in the winter 

the short slopes were sufficient to provide sledge rides for us smaller children.  We 

used old bits of board, stiff cardboard, corrugated iron and even dustbin lids - anything 

The Chequers, a beer house from 1840 to 1928, still stands beside the Common 

today.  Always an ideal spot for a dairyman, it now houses the Common herdsman.   

55 Dells Lane, a house very much of 

its time.  [Photo by Roy Chadwick.]  

By 1961 Dells Lane ended at no.111 

and , later still, was connected to 

Holme Court Ave.nue.  
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that we could sit on and that would slide on the snow.  Needless to say, the sledging was constantly interrupted by 

snowball fights. 
 

Hitchin Street ended with The Nag’s Head 

pub, which was actually a bit beyond the 

houses of Hitchin Street.  Teal Road and the 

‘Birds estate’ were yet to be built as were Ivel 

Gardens, Wharf Mews, Woodall Close, etc.  

There was no by-pass, no Stratton, 

Holmemead, Edward Peake, St. Andrews, 

Southlands or Lawnside schools, but there was 

a Victorian C of E church, (St. John’s), and a 

Gas Works, complete with gasometer in St. 

John’s Street.  The Sewage treatment plant 

was only just outside the town, off Furzenhall 

Road and the Post Office was on the corner of 

Back Street and Station Road, in the premises 

where you now collect parcels that the 

postman was unable to deliver.  
  
In 1938 the Police Station was moved from the building that is now the Sea Cadet Headquarters 

to the premises on the other side of Station Road, which it still occupies.  For a time the old Police 

Station was the Biggleswade branch of Beds County Library and just before the war started it 

became the ARP (Air Raid Precautions) HQ.  The population of Biggleswade was about 8,000 

and we still had the town’s five best known coaching inns from the stage coach days: the Swan 

Hotel, the Crown Hotel and the Rose (formerly Rose & Crown) on the Market Square, plus the 

Royal Oak at the corner of Sun Street and Shortmead Street and the Sun (which had ceased to be 

an inn in 1836) in Sun Street.  The Sun can be identified today by the mounting stone set in the 

pavement just in front of the building.  In addition there was The White Hart in the corner of the 

Market Square, the second oldest building in the town, St. Andrew’s church being the oldest. 
 

On the Market Square, on the corner of Station Road, was the impressive frontage of what had once been the showrooms 

of Maythorn Coachbuilders, originally making horse drawn carriages and later hand built wooden bodies fitted to 

expensive cars, but which by the mid-1930s was used by a German film company named Nuro.  At times a light 

aeroplane flew around the area towing a banner advertising Nuro Films, and after World War 2 started it was rumoured 

that its main purpose had been to take aerial photos of the area.  One of the things that happened when the war started was 

that anyone of German nationality living in this country was interned and there was a fairly widespread local rumour that 

the directors of Nuro had returned to Germany a few days previously; but it was not so, as Ken Page recently informed 

me.  Although one of the directors was associated with importation of photographic film from Germany, the governing 

director was a Mr Walter Laver, a Sheffield 

business man, and the other directors were a 

Mr F Beaumont, who was associated with the 

cinema and photographic industry and a Mr R 

M Fletcher, son of a former stationmaster.  

There was a Dr. Ruedel, a German technical 

advisor, but he was recalled to Germany in 

1937 and replaced by Dr Barnes, an eminent 

photographic chemist.  Albert Kirk, the 

Company Secretary, called a creditors meeting 

in 1938 and the company closed.  During the 

war the premises were used by the NAAFI 

(The Navy, Army and Air Force Institute) who 

provided canteens and recreational facilities for 

  The main building dressed for a special event, possibly the Queen’s coronation in 1953.       members of the Armed Forces. 

 

 

St John,s church on a picture postcard circa1920.  Built in 1883 to serve the Newtown 

area of Victorian expansion to the north and east of the town, a steep decline in church 

attendance in the 1960s sealed its fate.  St John’s was finally demolished in  1975.  

Mounting block in front 

of the former Sun inn. 
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         MEMORIES OF A BIGGLESWADE BOY         
 

                         BOYHOOD YEARS – 1930 to 1940 – Part 6  
 

                                               By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 
 

At the far end of the Market Square was the Herts and Beds Bacon Factory which was in fact a butchers shop.  The 

Market House Café occupied the centre position, with the upper floor used as a tearoom during the day, but often for 

social functions such as whist drives and dances in the evenings.  E. D. Fisher of St. Neots had an ironmonger’s shop at 

the other end of the central block.  The main banks were along the High Street adjacent to the Market Square much as 

they are today, as were Whites the tailor and Phillips the photographer and many other small local retail businesses.        

No Boots the Chemist, Superdrug or Poundland, 

but we had Turner’s (now HSBC bank), a 

chemist shop where everything seemed to be in a 

jumble but Mr Turner could always immediately 

find what he needed.  One of our local news-

papers, The North Beds Courier, had its office on 

the lower floor of the Market House building and 

the other one, The Biggleswade Chronicle, was 

housed in Elphick’s printing works in Shortmead 

Street.  At the end of the High Street was Frank 

Whiteman’s cycle sales & repair business. 

People coming into town from nearby villages 

often paid Frank Whiteman a small fee, which I 

seem to remember was tuppence, to leave their 

bicycles while they went shopping, went to the 

doctor or dentist, or to the cinema or a dance. 
 

Turner’s 3-storey building (1909) with bay window recognisable today was dwarfed in 1912 when George’s Hall was built alongside. 
 

My father, who smoked a pipe, bought his tobacco from Ashman’s in Stratton Street and my mother purchased the 

groceries for our family from Burtons in Hitchin Street, opposite the end of Mill Lane.  When we were living in Fairfield 

Road we had our meat from Joe Peck’s butchers shop and when I needed slugs for my airgun I could get them from 

Stones, the pawnbroker, just a few yards away along Shortmead Street.  They also sold shotguns, cartridges and rabbit 

snares.  Many agricultural workers also purchased their waterproof jackets and leggings and wellington boots from 

Stones.  These were very necessary items when working in the fields in bad weather, particularly if picking Brussels 

sprouts when they were covered with frost or snow.  Bread we bought from either Bennett’s in Sun Street or Rouse’s just 

around the corner in Shortmead Street.  Our milk was delivered from Beadlow Farm Dairy and fish came from Joe Wren, 

either from his shop or when he came around the town selling it.  Fish and chips were also available from Wren’s, from 

Clarke’s in Sun Street and from Havelock Road.  Furniture could be bought from Dodimead’s, curtains and haberdashery 

items from Soundy’s on the Market Square and haberdashery also from the little shop run by the Miss Thomas sisters in 

the High Street.  Soundy’s and Thomas’s both  had an overhead system with a canister on a wire that the assistant would 

put your money in and send to the cash desk, from where it would return with your receipt and change, if any was due. 
 

For a time my brother had a Saturday job in Thomas’s and one day when he could not go I went in his place.  I found that 

none of the staff, no matter how old they were, or how long they had worked there, was allowed to handle money.  

Payments from the customers and change returned to them had always to be handled by one of the Miss Thomas sisters 

only.  In these and many similar shops, lots of items were often priced just below, but only just below, the round amount 

of shillings, for instance two shillings and eleven pence three farthings and in such shops the farthing change would often 

not be given in cash but in the form of some small item such as a card holding half a dozen hair grips or a few safety pins. 
 

In September 1938, at the age of eleven, along with my other classmates, I finished my time at the Junior Boys School in 

Church Street and started as a new boy at the Senior Boys’ School in Rose Lane, where I would remain until I was 

fourteen, the normal school leaving age for state school pupils.  Boys whose parents could afford it, or the small number 

who won a scholarship, would normally go to a Grammar School such as Bedford Modern School, where by the age of 

sixteen they would sit the School Certificate Examination.  This was before the days of ‘O’ Levels, ‘A’ Levels, GCSE’s 
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or SATS.  There were end of year examinations for state school scholars but they were only exams for classes within the 

school and so the majority of school children left school without any formal qualifications.  

 

There was quite a large school playing field at the rear of the school, adjacent to Chapel Fields, part of which is now the 

site of St. Andrews Lower School.  It had been enlarged during my years at the Junior Boys School and so for the first few 

months at the Senior School we were not allowed to use it, to allow the grass to take hold securely, but then we played 

football and cricket on it and held the school sports there as an alternative to Fairfield.   I enjoyed cross-country running.  

The usual course was along field paths where Edward Peake School now stands, then across the pastures, or along 

Furzenhall Road and onto the common to the north of Potton Road.  I never won, but I usually managed to be in the first 

25% to finish, and I enjoyed it. 
 

One thing that the Senior Boys’ School did have was quite a large school garden, where there are now the houses of 

Barnett Close.  Gardening was one of the regular subjects taught at the school and my father, R.J. Lund, was the 

gardening teacher. The garden was sub-divided into plots similar to small allotments and during gardening lessons two 

boys would work on each plot. They would dig it, plant rows of vegetable seed, then hoe and weed until it was time to 

harvest the crops, which were mainly used for cookery lessons and school dinners.  A small detached building at the Sun 

Street end of the school was the boys’ woodwork classroom, while a similar building at the other (now Asda) end of the 

school was the girls’ cookery centre.  Although the Infants school in the centre of the main building had mixed sex classes 

the Senior Boys and 

Girls were strictly 

segregated.   When the 

war started it was 

decided, for reasons 

never explained to us, 

that the boys would 

also learn cookery as 

well as carpentry and 

vice versa with the 

girls.  We would be 

marched as a class 

along the front of the 

school to the cookery 

centre and the teacher 

in charge of us made it 

clear that we would be 

in serious trouble if we 

so much as glanced at 

the girls’ classrooms! 

 

Senior boys ‘Digging for Victory’ in 1940.  Derek Daisley and Ralph Rowlett tend their plot under the watchful eye of Eric’s father.   

 

 

Above, the Junior Boys’ School in 

Church Street after it became redundant 

and, right, the Rose Lane Senior School 

(opened 1874), from an early postcard.  

Both survive but no longer as schools.  
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         MEMORIES OF A BIGGLESWADE BOY         
 

                         BOYHOOD YEARS – 1930 to 1940 – Part 7  
 

                                               By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 
 

I had joined the Scouts in May 1939.  I know the date as I still have my Scout membership card.  The Troop met in a 

wooden hut that was situated approximately where there is now the side entrance from Chapel Fields into ASDA.  On 

Sunday 3
rd
 September the Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, made his historic announcement on the wireless that 

“This country is now at war with Nazi Germany”.  Whenever I hear those words again on TV programmes about WW2, 

it is almost as if they were only spoken yesterday.  Several of us Scouts reported to the ARP centre in Station Road.  There 

we folded small flat-pack sheets of cardboard into boxes into each of which we put a gas mask, ready for distribution to 

the people of Biggleswade.  After a few days it was the end of the school holiday and we started back to school in Rose 

Lane.  The Scouts soon lost their meeting place as the Brewery, to which it belonged, needed it for their own ARP post.  

Before long we also lost our leaders as young men started to be called up into the Armed Forces. 
 

With the start of the war in 1939 came the evacuees from London.  Being the beginning of September, the school gardens 

had not been attended to during the school holidays and so pulling out weeds was the first priority.  We had some of the 

London boys helping us locals to pull weeds, mainly ‘fat hens’ and thistles, from among the potatoes and they asked us 

which were the weeds and which were the potatoes.  We thought that they were trying to dodge out of the work but after a 

bit realised that they really did not 

know what growing potatoes 

looked like.  The only potatoes 

that they had seen were either in 

the greengrocer’s shop or on a 

costermonger’s barrow.  With the 

introduction of rationing the 

produce from the school garden 

became an important part of 

providing a cooked midday meal 

for the pupils in the school dining 

hall.  Being a dinner monitor was 

an envied perk as the monitors 

and the cooks had their meals 

after the others had eaten and so 

monitors often had a chance to 

have second helpings of any food 

  The photo above shows a trainload of evacuees shortly after arrival at Biggleswade station.        that was left over at the end. 
 

In October 1939 an event of great interest to us boys living at the north end of town was the erection of a new metal bridge 

at the site of the old stone bridge over the Ivel.  Local people usually called it the Meccano bridge but also sometimes the 

Bailey bridge.  This was incorrect as it was a Callender-Hamilton bridge, a similar type of girder construction.  

 

  The first bridge was constructed on the riverbank then slid into position.  The old stone bridge can be clearly seen in this archive photo.  
 

When we started back to school in September 1939 things changed very abruptly.  As in our homes, the windows were 

criss-crossed with strips of sticky brown paper to reduce the risk of people inside the building being cut by flying glass 

splinters that could be caused by the blast of a nearby bomb exploding.  During the hours of darkness windows had to be 
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completely blacked out so that not even the slightest chink of light was visible.  Strong brick walls, called blast walls, were 

built just outside the entrance doors of some of the classrooms,  which were then designated ‘Refuge Rooms’ and when 

the air raid sirens sounded we all had to go and sit in the Refuge Rooms.  As several classes were crowded into one room 

there would have been a terrible tragedy if the room had received a direct hit by a bomb, as happened in some of the large 

air raid shelters during the Blitz.  At first we just sat there playing paper games like noughts and crosses with each other, 

until the All Clear sounded, but the teachers soon got lessons of a sort organised, as well as they could in these conditions. 
 

Another incident has stuck in my mind until this day.  Several of us were walking along Fairfield Road on our way home 

from school and the Air Raid warning siren had sounded a few minutes previously.  We heard the sound of a low flying 

aeroplane and flying northwards, only about 50 feet above the railway line was a German Dornier DO17 bomber, 

nicknamed the Flying Pencil because of its long slim fuselage.  I rushed home and in a very excited voice told my mother 

what we had seen and exclaimed that we could clearly see the crew in the transparent cockpit dome.  My mother nearly 

had kittens!  She was not at all impressed by my worldly wise assurance that the gunners, on the lookout for RAF fighters, 

would not waste their bullets on a few small boys. 
 

Promptly following the Sunday 3
rd
 September start of the war an Army officer with a sergeant called at our house on 

Monday 4
th
 September.  He wanted to know how many lived in the house and how many bedrooms we had.  When my 

father told him 2 adults, 2 boys, 1 girl and 3 bedrooms; he said that the three children would have to share a bedroom as he 

was requisitioning one bedroom for soldiers who would be billeted with us.  Before the war there had been talk of men 

being conscripted into the Armed Forces for six months, but that would not apply to those in the Territorial Army, or the 

equivalent RAF and RN Volunteer Reserves.  Many young men promptly joined one of these bodies.  As soon as war 

was declared the Territorials were called up and the local military powers-that-be decided that they would all be billeted 

close to the Drill Hall in Shortmead Street so that they could 

be assembled as quickly as possible if needed.  A good plan in 

theory, but in practice one of the men billeted on us lived just 

around the corner in St. Johns Street and the other lived in the 

lower part of London Road, so one was perhaps five minutes 

closer to the Drill Hall and the other about ten minutes.  They 

never did get this urgent call to action and before long they 

were off to France as part of the British Expeditionary Force 

and my sister was able to sleep in her own bedroom again. 
 

The Territorial Army HQ, with Drill Hall behind, was built on the site of the old Ivel Bury mansion and opened in 1936.   The Drill 

Hall disappeared when the site at the rear was redeveloped but the HQ building, seen above in a recent photo, survives as Millennium 

House and is well known to our members as the home of Biggleswade History Society until 2012.  It too now awaits redevelopment.       
 

The evacuee children were put into the local schools initially, sharing our classrooms, which obviously caused some 

overcrowding.  As they had some of their own teachers evacuated to Biggleswade with them some were soon housed in 

other premises for their lessons.  One such place was the Sunday School rooms of the Methodist Chapel.  Mr 

Underwood, the Headmaster of the Senior Boys School moved to Dunstable at the end of 1935 and was replaced by Mr 

EJ Wooton.  As the war went on more and more men, then women also, were called up for service with the Armed 

Forces and we lost our English teacher Mr Reid to the Army, our History teacher Mr Lloyd to the RAF and our Science 

teacher Mr Huins (or was it Hewins?) to the Royal Navy.  Then we got a lady teacher.  When the Germans occupied the 

Channel Islands the population were offered by the British government the opportunity to be evacuated to Britain. A lady 

teacher, a Mrs or Miss, I can’t remember which, but who from her surname, Boille, was almost certainly of French origin, 

chose to come to Britain and was appointed to our school.  There was quite a bit of excited speculation amongst us boys 

when the news got around that we were to be taught by a French lady, the first one that we had ever seen.  Another event 

still remembered was about our Maths teacher, Mr Quinn, and the time that he caned two whole classes.  Mr Huins, the 

Science teacher, was away for the afternoon, which left Mr Quinn keeping an eye on two classes, so he set each class 

some work to do and kept the door between the two classrooms open.  Almost inevitably I suppose, being small boys, 

each time he was attending to pupils in one classroom, chattering and general messing about started in the other room.  

Finally, no doubt in exasperation,  he sent all of us into one room and then made us pass by him through the connecting 

doorway and as we passed him we each had to hold out our right hand and receive a stroke of the cane.  We then had to 

return to the original classroom with our left hands held out for another stoke of the cane. 
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         MEMORIES OF A BIGGLESWADE BOY         
 

                         BOYHOOD YEARS – 1930 to 1940 – Part 8  
 

                                               By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 
 

Rationing was introduced and the Ministry of Food opened our local Food Office in London Road.  This was where you 

had to go to deal with any matters concerning your ration books or coupons.  Rationing of the first food items, bacon, 

butter and sugar started in early January 1940, together with petrol.  Ration coupons were needed for the purchase of 

meat, tea, jam, biscuits, breakfast cereals, cheese, eggs, cooking fat, milk, and 

both tinned and dried fruit soon followed.   
 

In May 1940 some soldiers of the BEF evacuated from France via the beaches 

of Dunkirk were billeted overnight in Georges Hall and my parents, like many 

other local people, offered them a bath, a hot meal and a proper bed for the 

night.  We had two men of the Highland Light Infantry to stay with us.  Next 

morning they were put on to a train to somewhere in England and I often 

wondered what happened to them as the war progressed. 
 

On 14 May 1940 Anthony Eden, the Home Secretary, broadcast an appeal on 

the wireless for men between the ages of 17 and 65 to go to their local Police 

Station and enrol in a new home defence force that would be called the Local 

Defence Volunteers.  The name was later changed to the Home Guard but the 

popular comedy television programme of later years has established it in the 

minds of many people as ‘Dad’s Army’.  My father went off to the Police 

Station as soon as the broadcast was finished and when he came home he told 

us he was the first person in the town to enrol.   Each night after that a squad of  

Georges Hall in 1981. BHS archive photo   half a dozen men patrolled the railway line between Biggleswade and Sandy 

stations while another squad patrolled the line between Biggleswade station and Langford.  The uniforms available were a 

set of ‘Denims’, khaki uniforms made of the material that the Army used for men doing fatigue duties which would have 

made their normal uniforms dirty.  There was a rifle and ten rounds of ammunition for each man in the squad, which had 

to be handed in back at the Police Station at the end of their night patrol, for the next night’s squad to use.  Biggleswade 

seems to have been lucky as in some places the LDV recruits at first had no uniform or weapons, only an LDV armband!!                                    
                                       

Eric’s reminiscences resume in January with ‘Memories of a Biggleswade Boy – The Teenage Years – 1940-1946’ 
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Now, after a short interlude in December. we return to Eric Lund’s memoirs.  Many of you have said how much 

you enjoyed reading about the early years.  We now launch into Eric’s teenage years, which take us to the end of WW2. 

 

         MEMORIES OF A BIGGLESWADE BOY         
 

                         TEENAGE YEARS – 1940 to 1946 – Part 1  
 

                                               By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 
 

In September 1940, at the height of the Battle of Britain, I reached my thirteenth birthday and so passed on from being a 

boy to being a teenager, although in those days teenagers were not as specifically defined and recognised as was to 

happen in the late 1940s and early 1950s.  My memory is that it was the American ‘bobbysoxer’ fans of Frank Sinatra 

who really started the idea of ‘teenagers’ being a separate age group from ‘boys and girls’, which had until then been the 

accepted classification of those who had not yet reached their 21
st
 birthday, the age at which we officially became adults. 

 

When I look back at those years I realise how insular life was in a small pre-war country market town like Biggleswade.  

World War 2 brought first the evacuees, mainly from north London, followed by service men from all parts of the British 

Isles stationed locally, war workers transferred from other areas to Biggleswade, then the foreign service men, mostly 

airmen, later followed by German and Italian Prisoners of War.  Many of us local people were meeting face to face, for 

the first time in our lives, people from countries that we had only heard about in geography lessons or seen on the cinema 

screen.  There were no school trips abroad for State School pupils and holidays abroad were definitely only for the well 

off.  Obviously they came to an end anyway when the war started.  The only people who had been away from England 

that I personally knew of in my early years were men who had served in the forces and I think that this would have been 

true of most of the residents of Biggleswade. 
 

Among the evacuated school children were some adults who had decided to move out of London and some of these 

families were Jewish.  One family came to live next-door-but-one to us and I have realised since that they were the first 

Jewish people that I had ever met.  I do not recall knowing any Jewish people in pre-1939 Biggleswade, or any coloured 

people.  The first actual real live coloured people that I remember seeing (apart from in films like ‘Sanders of the River’ or 

the ‘Tarzan’ films starring Johnny Weismuller) were Jamaicans serving in the RAF, stationed, I believe, at Henlow. 
 

The majority of Biggleswade 

children attended the state school 

in Rose Lane, often still called the 

Council School - from 5 years old 

until 7 in the Infants School and 

then from 11 years old until 14 in 

the Senior School, with the 8, 9 

and 10 years of age spent in the 

Junior Schools, the boys in 

Church Street and the girls in 

Shortmead Street, behind the 

Memorial Hall (later called the 

Kingdom Hall).  Both the Junior 

Girls’ School and the Kingdom 

Hall are now demolished.  
 

 The photo above shows the former Memorial Hall on the right, with the Junior Girls (later girls & boys) School behind (built ca.1909)  
 

There were some whose parents could afford the Grammar School fees or who won scholarships that enabled them to 

attend Grammar Schools and a few who went to Luton Technical College.  In a number of cases children were awarded 

scholarships but the parents could still not afford to send them to Grammar School.  University education was for the 

well-off or the exceptionally brilliant who could gain the necessary scholarships or bursary awards.  As a typical example 

of the times, from my class of just over thirty boys, two went to Bedford Modern School as paid pupils, three passed the 

entrance exam for Luton Tech. and the rest left school at fourteen years old and started work.  There were no ‘O’ Levels, 

GCSEs, ‘A’ levels or whatever, so they left school without any sort of formal qualifications.  
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Children in the late 1930s and early 1940s lived in a different world to that which children of today have grown up in.  

Many things taken for granted as part of normal life today were not even invented then:  computers, mobile phones, 

passenger planes with jet engines, digital cameras, (digital anything), CDs, DVD player/recorders, and colour television, 

to name but a few.  Many of the things found in most homes today were only affordable by the fairly well-off.  TV 

broadcasts, (only from the BBC - no ITV channels), were just for a limited number of hours each day.  I only knew of one 

man, a local business man, who had a television and that was black and white with a 9-inch screen.  Not many ordinary 

working people could afford a car.   In Fairfield Road, where I lived throughout the war and until I got married in 1950, 

only three households, all business people, had a car.  Now the front garden of the house that I used to live in is paved over 

and I have often seen three cars parked there.  I do not recall any of the families that I knew having central heating in the 

home and I only remember about four or five people who had a telephone in the house.  The red GPO phone boxes 

situated around the town were used when we wanted to make a phone call.  Often, for urgent messages, people went 

along to the Post Office and sent a telegram. 
 

Houses were heated by open coal fires and bedrooms were seldom provided with any form of heating.  When we woke 

up on a really cold frosty morning there would often be frost patterns on the window pane, sometimes on the inside of the 

window!  We had an outside wash-house and an additional toilet outside.  By the time that I was about 11 or 12 years old 

(1939 – 1940) my job before I went to school was to light the fire under the copper so that when my mother was ready to 

start doing the washing she could ladle the hot water out of the copper into the washtub.  The weekly Monday wash was a 

full day of hard work for a housewife with a husband and several children.  We also used this same source of hot water for 

the weekly bath, using the ladle to transfer the water into a tin bath that hung on the wall of the wash-house when not in 

use.  When the bath was finished the water had to be scooped out with the ladle and tipped down the sink.   Later in the 

war, when the Blitz really got under way, households were issued with a stirrup pump for dealing with incendiary bombs, 

but my brother and I soon realised that pumping the bath water out with the stirrup pump was a lot quicker and easier than 

scooping it out with the ladle - and much more fun. 
 

Our Doctor was Doctor Rowan, whose practice was in the area that is now Rankins Court, almost at the end of 

Shortmead Street.  He was succeeded in this practice by Dr. McGowan and Dr. Chisholm.  One of the main memories of 

people who sat in the waiting room in the winter was the gas heater, with three small flames not much larger than candle 

flames, in the lower part of it.  Comments that I remember hearing were, “You could sit on that all the way from here to 

London and it wouldn’t burn you”, and “If you didn’t have a cold or the flu when you came in here you certainly would 

have after you been sitting here for half an hour”.  Reg Matthews dispensed medicine from a small adjacent room.  Before 

the National Health Act of 1948, free health cover and medicine were only provided to a person who was in work and 

was ‘on the panel’.  The other members of his or her family were not covered.   
 

In the autumn of 1940 Dr. Rowan diagnosed that I had appendicitis and one of the first questions he asked me when he 

examined me was, “Have you been swimming in that filthy river?”  It appears that Local Authorities were just beginning 

to realise that with all the drainage that found its way into the river from domestic, industrial and agricultural sources, 

perhaps the river water was not as clean as it should be.  I had my operation in Addenbrookes Hospital in Cambridge.  

Surgery was a lot different then to what we have become used to today.  No ‘keyhole’ 

surgery or laser techniques.  I was ten days in hospital and for the first five had to sit 

upright in bed, propped up by pillows, “to help the cut to heal”.   One night during that 

first period the air raid siren sounded and I felt very vulnerable as I was not at that stage 

allowed to get out of bed.  I heard a few distant explosions but fortunately, for me at any 

rate, nothing happened in the vicinity of the hospital. 
 

Most workers in industry, agriculture, retail trade etc only had one week’s annual 

holiday, often without pay.   During the war special permission was granted for the 

Regal, like many other cinemas throughout the country, to open on a Sunday, for 

concerts as well as films, to provide entertainment for locally stationed servicemen and 

women and for war workers who had been transferred away from home.  Sunday 

cinema was definitely not allowed before the war.  The Government had realised that the 

original decision to prohibit large gatherings of people was wrong.  Although there was a 

risk of casualties should there be an air raid, recreation and entertainment were necessary 

to keep up morale and so crowds of people at sports fixtures as well as at entertainment 

events were soon allowed once more.                                                               Eric, aged about 16.  He hasn’t changed much, has he?  - Ed. 
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Several Government orders took effect as soon as the war started.  Blackout restrictions were imposed.  All windows had 

to be blacked out with heavy curtains so that no light showed outside.  Patrolling Policemen and Air Raid Wardens soon 

let you know if even a chink of light was showing.  Street lights were no longer lit and outside illumination of 

entertainment buildings such as cinemas and theatres was forbidden. Shop windows were no longer lit up after dark.  

People found their way around the streets after dark with torches, which must not be too bright and must always be 

pointed downwards, never upwards.  Bicycle front lamps and the headlamps of cars had to have a hood fitted, with 

narrow horizontal slits, so that only a reduced amount of light shone from them.  All windows had to have criss-cross 

strips of tape stuck across them to reduce the danger from flying shards of glass if a bomb should explode nearby. Soon 

iron objects like the railings around gardens were taken to be melted down for use for war purposes and, by the Battle of 

Britain, housewives were asked to give up their aluminium saucepans to be used for building Spitfires.  Scrap metal, 

newspapers and jam jars were collected to help the War Effort.  Many ladies knitted gloves, scarves, balaclava helmets, 

jerseys and pullovers to send to local men and women serving in the Armed Forces.  Some men may have knitted as well 

but I don’t personally know of any who did.  The Biggleswade Chronicle organised a fund-raising appeal in order to 

purchase wireless sets to send to any from Biggleswade and the surrounding district who were serving away from home. 
 

After Dunkirk, when there was a real threat of invasion, brick and concrete pillboxes were quickly built at various 

strategic positions around the town.  Before long the Army moved into various sites around Biggleswade.  Some that I 

remember are the ‘second meadow’ at Fairfield, where Army lorries were parked, the parkland that is now John O Gaunt 

Golf Club, the RSPB wooded area of Sandy Hills, which was used for storing ammunition, Stratton Park School and part 

of Old Warden airfield.  I recall that there was a searchlight there.  The home of the Shuttleworth family (now the 

Mansion House) at Old Warden became a convalescent home for service men. 
 

Public air raid shelters were built in various places around the town.  These were not underground, but were brick built 

surface shelters.  The nearest one to our house was in Cowfairlands (since then demolished, rebuilt and re-named 

Fairlands).  Fortunately they never really needed to be used.  A Civil Defence Rescue Unit was formed and had an 

ambulance supplied by the Canadian Red Cross.  Householders were advised to have a few sandbags handy, ready to 

drop onto incendiary bombs in order to quickly extinguish them before they could start a fire.  As the war progressed other 

things as well as food were rationed, things such as clothes, soap and coal.  Most people used coal fires for heating their 

homes.  There were not many houses in Biggleswade, or any other similar town, that were heated by gas, electric or oil-

fired central heating in the early 1940s. 

Petrol was very soon rationed, but petrol ration coupons were only allowed 

to people on essential work, doctors, farmers etc.  Many car owners ceased 

to use their cars for the duration of the war.  Much land that had not been 

cultivated previously, for example, part of Biggleswade Common, was 

ploughed or dug to grow crops.  Everyone was urged to ‘Dig for Victory’.  

Home grown vegetables were never rationed, but fruit that had to be 

imported, such as oranges, were scarce and bananas were no longer 

available.  Shipping space was needed for more essential war supplies.  

Children of six years old or younger had never eaten a banana when they 

became available after the war.  Rationing did not end as soon as the war 

ended, in fact bread was rationed in 1946 and potatoes in 1947.  The last 

items, meat and bacon, were eventually taken off rationing in July 1954.  

Over and over again we were reminded that we must not waste anything, 

especially food, as seamen’s lives had been lost bringing these things to our 

country.  Many people of my generation agree that this discipline of not 

wasting anything has stayed with us for the rest of our lives. Along with 

rationing came ‘utility’ clothes and furniture, made to  the simplest  possible  

     An original example of a post-war ration book           designs that used the least amount of material. 
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Later on, when the Luftwaffe had failed to knock out the RAF airfields in southern England and had started to attack 

London, my father was standing in the back garden one evening in late 1940 looking at a flickering red glow in the sky 

away to the south. Both he and our next-door-neighbour eventually came to the conclusion that it must be an air raid on 

the factories in Works Road in Letchworth.  Next morning we learnt from the newspapers and the BBC news on the 

wireless that it was the raid that had set the London docks on fire.  People in large cities that were major targets had 

Anderson shelters, in less important large towns Morrison shelters were distributed, but in ‘low risk’ country areas like 

Bedfordshire people had to take shelter during an air raid in whatever was deemed to be the safest room in the house.  

Under the stairs was said to give some protection and as we had a cellar we had a flight of stairs below the normal flight of 

stairs from the ground to the first floor and this is where we went when the siren sounded.  Unfortunately our cellar was 

very cold and damp and we spent some miserable nights sitting there waiting for the All-Clear to sound.   
 

Biggleswade did not really suffer very much 

from air raids.  Bombs fell on some cottages at 

New Spring by the A1, just north of the water 

tower on Toplers Hill and one night we were 

awakened by some loud explosions which had 

us hurrying down into the cellar.  In the 

morning we learnt that a few bombs had fallen 

on the open grassland of Biggleswade 

Common.  These, it was assumed, were 

dropped at random by a German bomber that 

had decided to jettison its bomb load and head 

back to base. 

 

BHS archive photo showing wartime bomb damage at 

New Spring Cottages in 1940.  Civil Defence volunteers 

are clearing up the mess.  Fortunately nobody was killed. 

 

Once the Local Defence Volunteers became more organised and trained and the name was changed to the Home Guard, 

my father who had been a sergeant in the Royal Engineers in the First World War was made a sergeant and was later 

promoted to lieutenant.  Eventually we had a Lewis machine gun, with its circular magazines, and a Northover Projector, 

stored in our cellar.  This latter item was basically a metal tube on a tripod.  A glass bottle, filled with a mixture of 

phosphorus and petrol, (nicknamed a ‘Molotov Cocktail’), was loaded into the breech with an explosive canister behind it 

and when the trigger was pulled the ‘Cocktail’ bottle was projected towards its target.  They were designed as a cheap and 

quick way to produce a short range anti-tank weapon.  Along with these, some Sten guns, which were a cheap and 

quickly produced sub-machine gun, were also issued.  Before too long each member of the Home Guard was issued with 

his own rifle instead of having to share one from the small pool when needed for duty.  They were mainly Canadian Ross 

rifles rather than the Lee-Enfield .303 rifles used by the Army.  Training was a regular Sunday morning duty and some 

Home Guard members were sent on week-end weapons training, use of explosives, or battle training courses, with the 

Army.  The Home Guard became an efficient, well trained military unit, far removed from the TV image of Dad’s Army. 
 

There were said to be a few people, a minority of members of the aristocracy it was believed, who did not want Britain to 

declare war on Germany, but favoured a negotiated peace settlement, and most members of the Communist Party were 

against the war until Hitler invaded Russia, but when Winston Churchill made his famous “We will fight them on the 

beaches, we will fight them on the landing grounds” speech, he spoke for 99 percent of the population of Great Britain.  

The Queen’s brother, Colonel Michael Bowes-Lyon, who lived near Southill, was Commanding Officer of the 2
nd

 

Battalion, Bedfordshire Home Guard, and so because of the family connection, on Sunday 23
rd
 July 1944 the Queen 

inspected the Battalion on Fairfield. Probably for the officers’ wives, (including my mother), the highlight was that they 

were presented to Her Majesty after she had carried out her formal inspection.  From Fairfield the Queen drove back to 

the station in an open car, along streets lined with members of local voluntary organisations and youth organisations, cadet 

forces etc.  I, as a Scout, was one of those lining the High Street. 
 

With next month’s issue members will receive a Membership Renewal Form and all the necessary reports and 

documents they need to see ahead of the April AGM, therefore, there will be a shortened Newsletter with no main 

feature article.  Eric Lund’s memoirs will continue in April. 
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As more and more men, and women, were called up for military service, shortage of labour for vital 

Home Front work became more and more of a problem.  Training women to do what had previously 

been regarded as men’s work was one of the solutions.  Pre-war it was normal in most areas of 

Government employment for women to have to leave their jobs when they got married, but the war 

ended this practice. My mother was a teacher pre-war and returned to teaching, travelling on her ‘auto-

cycle’ each weekday to Tempsford School through the early to mid-1940s.  Many women were directed 

into factories and shipyards to work as machine operators, welders, electricians, etc.  The aunt of a 

friend of mine worked in the airship hangars at Cardington repairing barrage balloons and one day 

during our mid-afternoon school playtime break, when a thunderstorm was rolling around, one of the 

balloons was struck by lightning and we saw it erupt in flames in the air, at the end of its cable.  Many 

women, some of whom had never done any sort of agricultural work previously, joined the Women’s 

Land Army and quite a few of them were to be seen on local farms.  Soon they were joined by Italian 

Prisoners of War and later by German POWs. 
 

Everyone was supposed to carry a gas mask wherever they went and naturally the original cardboard 

boxes did not last very long, especially those carried around by schoolboys, so many people purchased 

their own gas mask holder, some fabric, some cylindrical metal, some plain and some quite ornate.  

Most schoolchildren used them also as a container for their apple, biscuit or whatever that they were 

taking to school for lunch, as these items would fit quite nicely into the rubber face-piece of the mask.   

Servicemen carried a different type, contained in a square fabric pack.  As time went by and no gas 

attacks happened, people stopped carrying a gas mask whenever they left home and in fact there never 

were any gas attacks. 
 

As mentioned before, I had joined the 9th Beds (Biggleswade) Scout Troop in May 1939 and one of the 

things I was looking forward to was going to camp, but at first all camping was forbidden.  As also 

mentioned earlier, another thing that was originally forbidden, because of the fear of air raids, was the 

gathering together of large numbers of people, such as supporters at football matches.  Along with this 

many of the young men who would have played for football and cricket clubs were called up, so that 

many sports premises, like the cricket pavilion at Fairfield, were not being used and regrettably, as is so 

often the case, were soon being damaged by vandals.  The Scout Group had been without a meeting 

place for some time and the Biggleswade Urban District Council made them the offer that if they were 

to carry out the necessary repairs and maintain it in good condition they could have the use of the 

pavilion for the duration of the war.  This offer was gladly accepted.  The council supplied the materials 

and appointed Mr Harry Smith, a baker with a shop in Hitchin Street who was also quite a 

knowledgeable Do-It-Yourself man, to supervise the work.  As well as supervising he gave valuable 

practical help to the Scouts.  The pavilion was a wooden framed building clad with asbestos panels 

which, of course, would not be allowed today. 
 

Other than when they had to return it to the local council during the weekend culminating in the 

inspection of the 2nd Battalion, Beds Home Guard, by HM Queen Elizabeth, the pavilion was the HQ of 

Biggleswade Cubs and Scouts until the Council permanently repossessed it in March 1946.  Not long 

afterwards it was completely destroyed by a night time fire, believed to have been started by a tramp 

who slept under the pavilion, the floor of which was raised about three feet above ground level to 

provide some storage space. 
 

However, as the war progressed and the danger of invasion by the German Army receded camping was 

once again allowed, but under strict conditions. Tents had to be painted with a brown and green 

camouflage pattern and, as tents in those days were made of canvas - today’s synthetic materials were 

not yet invented - and therefore required proofing liquid applied annually, it was soon possible to 

purchase brown and green rather than the clear proofing previously used.  Blackout regulations still 
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applied, even when camping.  No lights were to be visible outside during hours of darkness, the outdoor 

wood fires used for cooking had to be extinguished by dusk and only dim torchlight used if a light was 

needed inside the tent, and so camping was only in the summer, when there were light evenings.  As far 

as I can remember only two parents of any of the boys in our Scout Troop had a car, and they were laid 

up for the duration of the war, so the boys carried their own personal camping gear to the HQ, which for 

the whole of the second half of the war was the cricket pavilion on Fairfield.  There it was loaded, 

together with the general equipment such as tents, ropes, axes, cooking pots, etc., onto the trek cart, 

which was a four wheeled flat-bed cart.  Pulling ropes were then attached and we walked to our 

campsite, pulling the cart by hand.  Our camps were mainly at Portobello Farm, just downhill from 

Sutton crossroads, or in Waresley Park.  By the time we reached the uphill haul from Gamlingay to 

Waresley it began to feel like quite a long eight miles. 
 

This trek cart was also used to transport a ‘camp fire’ to Old Warden.  The Shuttleworth family home 

there was used as a convalescent home for servicemen recovering from either hospital treatment or 

wounds.  We had built a model camp fire on a wooden base, about four feet square.  Natural logs were 

stacked up in a pyramid shape and red, yellow and orange transparent cellophane ‘flames’ attached.  

Inside were red, yellow and orange electric light bulbs, and this - probably contravening numerous 

electrical safety regulations - was used as the centre piece and the stage lighting for a concert that we 

gave at Georges Hall in one of the wartime money raising weeks.  On a couple of evenings soon 

afterwards we loaded it onto the trek cart and hiked out to Old Warden where we performed our camp 

fire concert in front of an audience of convalescing servicemen.  These money raising weeks, with titles 

like ‘Wings for Victory Week’, ‘Salute the Soldier Week’, ‘Warships Week’ etc were held about once a 

year to persuade people to give money to one of the wartime charities or to invest in National Savings or 

War Bonds.  As Scouts we also helped with collecting jam jars, waste paper and various other ‘help the 

war effort’ activities, as did many other people. 
 

We had a Christmas party each year, to which the Biggleswade Company of the Girl Guides were 

invited.  In spite of so many food items being rationed and frequent shortages of things that were not on 

ration, our mothers always managed to make some suitable party food.  There was a table at the end of 

the room in which the party was held and as each boy arrived he would put on this table all the eatables 

he had brought.  When it was time to eat everyone tucked in to whatever was on the table and a good 

time was had by all. 
 

The Council had erected goal posts on one of the Back Meadows, just across the Ivel from the back of 

the Drill Hall in Shortmead Street.  It was used for ad hoc football games and we would from time to 

time arrange a match between the Scouts and one of the other youth organisations or cadet forces in the 

town.  This was easily done, as most of us had been together at Rose Lane School and worked 

afterwards for local firms, so we still had frequent contact.  Similar games sometimes took place against 

teams of boys from the villages, as some of them attended school in Biggleswade early on in the war.  

We provided our own gear, relied on our mums to wash it and often walked or cycled to the match in 

our kit.  It needed washing afterwards not only because of the mud but because cow pats were a regular 

hazard!  We relied on dads, uncles or elder brothers to act as referees and linesmen, but there was one 

particular local football enthusiast, Charlie Maile, who if free, would gladly turn out to referee for us.  

When we arrived for the match we sometimes had a few extras in addition to the actual team and if the 

other side were short, our supporters would play for them, or vice versa.  The standard of football skills 

was not exactly high; we just enjoyed kicking a ball about for an hour and a half on Saturday afternoons. 
 

We had no swimming pool in Biggleswade until the open air pool was built in 1967.  After Dr Rowan’s 

comments about the uncleanliness of the river water my parents had not allowed me to swim in the Ivel 

any longer.  As is often said, “As one door closes another opens”, and by the time I was fifteen or 

sixteen a group of us in the Scouts and Guides discovered that the swimming pools in Hitchin and 

Letchworth charged reduced admission before 10.00 on Sunday mornings, so we cycled each week in 

the summer to one or the other of these pools.  We sometimes also cycled to Cambridge to swim in the 

outdoor pool by the river at Jesus Green and on two occasions swam in Byron’s Pool in Grantchester. 
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The eastern side of England being not only relatively flat, but also the nearest part of England to 

Germany, made it the obvious choice for building airfields, especially for bombers.  Soon after America 

entered the war squadrons of the US 8th Army Air Force began to arrive, some of them taking over 

some of the RAF airfields and some moving in to newly built wartime airfields.  As the bomber 

offensive built up it was quite a common sight to see the evening sky all around full of mainly 

Lancasters, but also Halifaxes and Stirlings, with engines at full throttle as they gained height with their 

full bomb loads.  It would normally be in the early hours of the morning when they returned.  A bit later 

in the early morning was when we would see formations of B17 Flying Fortresses, together with 

Liberators, making their vapour trails in the sky as they set off for their daytime combat missions.  

Whitsun weekend 1943 saw the Biggleswade Scout Troop in camp at Crowhill Farm between Bolnhurst 

and Thurleigh.  The nearby Thurleigh airfield was occupied by the 306th Bombardment Group of the 

United States 8th Army Air Force.  Each morning we Scouts were awoken by the sound of the Wright 

Cyclone engines being warmed up and just before breakfast the B17 Flying Fortresses were passing 

overhead on their way to targets in Europe, usually returning by mid to late afternoon.   One very well 

kept secret was the nature of the operations flown from RAF Tempsford airfield to deliver agents plus 

weapons and ammunition to help the Resistance in Nazi occupied Europe. 
 

The arrival of the Americans had a big effect on entertainment.  A lot of the music we had listened to on 

the wireless had been the dance bands or orchestras of Henry Hall, Joe Loss, Harry Roy, Geraldo, etc. 

with the strict tempo of Victor Sylvester being the leader for ballroom dancing.  As more and more USA 

forces arrived in the country the AFN (American Forces radio Network) was set up and we began to 

hear the music of Glen Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Jimmy Dorsey, Harry James, Duke Ellington, Woody 

Herman, etc. together with the jazz bands of Louis Armstrong and Count Basie.  The BBC played more 

and more of this American band music on request programmes, along with singers such as Bing Crosby, 

the Andrews Sisters, Dinah Shore, Fats Waller and, later, a newly emerging singer, Frank Sinatra.  Glen 

Miller formed the band of the US Air Force and often broadcast from the Corn Exchange in Bedford. 
 

Along with the cinema, dancing was a popular recreation but it was ballroom dancing in those years.  

Youths did not go to dances in casual dress, the equivalent of today’s tee shirt and jeans, but would 

often wear a sports jacket, as smart a pair of trousers as they could afford and a tie.  A suit was 

something of a luxury, kept for special occasions.  Most youngsters of my age soon learned a few basic 

steps of the Modern Waltz (different from the Old Tyme and Viennese Waltzes), and the Quickstep.  

The Slow Foxtrot and the various Latin American dance steps were rather more difficult, but in between 

the proper ballroom dances there would sometimes be the ‘fun’ type dances such as the Palais Glide and 

the Conga.  Then the GIs introduced jiving and jitterbugging.  Some dance halls tried to ban it at first, or 

restrict it to certain dances during the evening, but before long if any of the livelier tunes, like the 

quickstep type, were being played jiving became a regular part of any dance evening.  It was quite 

common for the young teenage boys to get together with their mates along one side of the dance hall 

while the girls gathered similarly on the other side.  As, unlike today, you needed to know the correct 

steps to dance, there was always the fear that you might ask a girl to dance, and she would decline, with 

all your mates watching from across the floor, or that you might find that she was a good dancer, and 

you would feel very inadequate with the few quickstep and waltz steps that you knew.  The ‘Yanks’ had 

no such inhibitions.  They would go straight up to the girls and soon be out on the floor with them.  

These young men from the USA with their ‘Hollywood film’ accents and more money in their pockets 

than the British servicemen were obviously attractive to the young ladies of Biggleswade, or any town. 
 

Although there was entertainment organised on the bases, many of the Americans liked to get off the 

base when possible and mix with local civilians and they were frequently to be seen during evenings and   
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week-ends not only in Bedford and Cambridge but also in smaller towns such as Biggleswade, Sandy 

and St. Neots.  In Biggleswade dances were held in Georges Hall, The Market House Café, the 

Conservative Club and the Avenue Club.  Some US military bases held a dance from time to time to 

which local girls were invited and most would put on a Christmas party for the local small children.  To 

the British, having now lived with several years of rationing and shortages, they seemed wonderfully 

lavish, ‘no expense spared’ events.  Georges Hall was often used 

for concerts.   Sometimes  there were amateur talent concerts in 

which locally stationed members of the forces as well as local 

people often took part and sometimes concerts organised by local 

groups such as the V Gang, an entertainment and money-raising 

group, in which Rex and Dora Huckle were active members. 
                                             

[Left: an early photograph of Dora. 

Right: a later photo, showing Rex and Dora as many 

of our readers will remember them.   

Rex served on the Town Council for many years, 

including a term of office as Mayor, and, supported 

by Dora, did much useful work for the local 

community. Rex was born during the First World 

War, in 1916, and few people know that his full 

name was Rex Belgium France Huckle.  Rex died in 

1971 but Dora is still with us and celebrated her 

100th birthday last month.  Ed.]      
 

Many manufacturing firms that were essential to the war effort and 

were located in large towns, especially those that were within easy 

range of enemy bombers, were relocated to rural areas.  This 

happened in the case of Biggleswade.  The hosiery and lingerie 

manufacturer Kayser Bondor occupied an old factory on the right hand side of Hitchin Street (as you 

travelled toward Langford).  This was at the end of the residential part of the town, just before the Nag’s 

Head pub.  Just before the war they built a new, larger factory on the opposite side of the road many 

years before Brunel Drive was built. 
 

On Rochester airport in Kent was a firm called Pobjoy Airmotors & Aircraft Ltd, a subsidiary of Short 

Brothers who built the Stirling bombers and the Sunderland flying boats developed from the pre-war 

Empire series of flying boats.  During the Battle of Britain the Pobjoy factory was badly damaged by 

bombing and so it was dispersed to Biggleswade.  This brought a new influx of people into the town.  

Some of them found lodgings in private homes and one lodged with us. Some stayed in a workers’ 

hostel in Baldock and some families were accommodated in prefabricated hutments in The Race, an area 

approximately between what is now Rowan Crescent and Stratton Way.  To provide some recreational 

facilities for these people suddenly moved from their homes in and around the River Medway area of 

Kent, the Avenue Club was opened in The Avenue, just off The Baulk.  Weatherley Oilgear also moved 

into a factory in the Palace Street - Foundry Lane area, at the rear of the NAAFI storage and bakery 

premises in the old Maythorns/Nuro building.   
 

Many of these engineering workers newly arriving in Biggleswade from Kent, London, Yorkshire, etc 

were often either amused or confused by our local Biggleswade accent and way of speaking.  Children 

were often referred to as, ‘a little ol’ boy’ or ‘a little ol’ gal’; “Are yer alright then” was quite a common 

form of greeting and a regular feature of speech was to use ‘while’ for ‘until’.   Not many manual 

workers had bank accounts in the early 1940s and the Truck Act of 1831 compelled employers to pay 

their employees in ‘the current coin of the realm’ and not by tokens that could only be used in the 

employer’s shop or by, for instance, giving a farm worker some of the farm produce in lieu of money.  

This meant that it was normal practice for the weekly wage to be handed out in small brown envelopes 

and at Pobjoys this took place each week in a corner of the Tool Room at midday every Friday.  On the 

wall behind, some wag had painted in large letters, “Yer can’t ‘ave none while Friday’.  With the 

continuing influx of people from other parts of the country and also from abroad, the unmistakeable 

Biggleswade accent has largely died out; in fact I cannot remember the last time that I heard it. 
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     MEMORIES OF A BIGGLESWADE BOY         
 

TEENAGE YEARS – 1940 to 1946 – Part 5 
 

By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 
 

Shrager Brothers were a London firm of furniture makers evacuated during the war years to the Old 

Warden airfield premises that today house the Shuttleworth vintage aircraft collection. There they 

serviced and repaired wooden framed aircraft, mainly types such as the Percival Proctor, used for basic 

pilot training, but also made wooden propellers which were still very much in use.  At the end of the war 

the nucleus of the firm became Berkeley Coachworks, manufacturers of caravans and, later, sports cars. 
 

Although they brought their own workforce with them, these incoming engineering firms also started to 

recruit local labour.  Having left school at the age of fourteen at the start of the school Christmas holiday 

in December 1941, I started work as an office boy in the Planning Department at Pobjoys in January 

1942, for which I was paid ten shillings a week.  I intended to become an apprentice but apprenticeships 

did not start until the apprentice’s 16th birthday, finishing on his 21st..  Twenty-one, not eighteen, was 

the age of reaching adult status in the 1940s.  With several other applicants I had to do a series of tests, 

to check our mechanical aptitude, manual skills, mathematical ability, grammar and spelling, and our 

potential ability to do the engineering type of drawing.  Those that the Apprentice Manager felt most 

likely to continue as skilled fitters or machinists after their apprenticeship started work as ‘shop boys’ in 

the machine shop and those deemed likely eventually to end up in the Drawing Office or Planning 

Department were offered employment as ‘office boys’ in one of these offices until their 16th birthday, 

when all would start their apprenticeship in the machine shop, later moving around to other departments.   
 

My Apprenticeship Indenture, complete with an impressive seal, was formally signed, “On the twelfth 

day of October in the seventh year of the reign of our Sovereign Lord George VI by the Grace of God 

etc”; by the Managing Director and the Apprentice Manager on behalf of the Company and by my father 

and me. “My said Masters were to instruct me in the Arts and Trades of a Fitter and Turner and I had to 

duly serve my said Masters and do such work as would be daily apportioned to me.  My pay was to be 

ten shillings a week for the first year, rising to twenty shillings a week in the final year”.  Apprentices 

were deemed to be under contract to the firm and therefore were not allowed to take part in any 

industrial dispute.  On completion of his apprenticeship at the age of 21 the ex-apprentice would be paid 

the skilled rate, which in those early 1940s was somewhere in the region of about three pounds for a 48-

hour week.  The annual holiday was one week, initially unpaid, but payment for holidays was just 

beginning to be negotiated by the Trade Unions.  In the engineering factories in Biggleswade, as was the 

case generally throughout the engineering industry in the UK, ‘shop floor’ workers were employed on 

different working hours, pay and holiday entitlements to the office staff.  It was to be 1952 before shop 

floor workers got two weeks annual holiday with pay. 
 

One essential instrument that every working engineer needed was a micrometer, a hand held instrument 

that could measure accurately to one thousandth of an inch.  Some could even measure to one ten- 

thousandths of an inch, but the ‘one thou’ mike’ as it was usually called was the one that was regularly 

used by all machinists, fitters, etc throughout the working day.  The most popular model cost thirty 

shillings (£1 10s.), some cost more and needless to say an apprentice starting his first day in a 

metalworking shop could not afford to buy one straight away, so Pobjoys, like many engineering firms 

at that time, had a scheme where they supplied the apprentice with a micrometer and deducted one 

shilling and sixpence a week from his wages until he had repaid the thirty shillings.  Since ‘mikes’, as 

micrometers were usually called, measured in decimal parts of an inch, it was necessary to quickly learn 

the decimal equivalents of fractional dimensions and to this day I can still remember that, for example, 

15/16ths of an inch is 0.9375, 13/32nds of an inch is 0.40625 and 1/64th of an inch is 0.015625. 
 

It was the usual practice to send engineering apprentices for one day a week to a technical college and 

Pobjoys sent theirs to Luton.  In my time there were about a dozen Biggleswade engineering apprentices 

attending Luton Tech one day per week.  Among the subjects taught were Maths, Science, Metalwork 

and Engineering Drawing.  Engineering design was done on drawing boards then, not computers.  
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Pocket size calculators had not been invented so we used either logarithm tables or slide rules for 

calculations.  I still have my old slide rule.  Our ‘day release’ day as it was called, was quite a long day, 

as in order to be in time for the first lesson we had to catch the 7.00am bus from Biggleswade Market 

Square and change to another bus at Hitchin.   Our last class finished at 7.00pm and if we were lucky we 

could just, by the skin of our teeth, catch a bus in Luton that connected with the bus from Hitchin that 

would have us back in Biggleswade at 9.00pm.  Mostly, in fact, the bus that we tried to catch in Luton 

was already full of Vauxhall workers returning home by the time that it got to Park Square and so we 

would have to wait around for the next one, which meant that we got back to Biggleswade at 10.00pm. 
 

The dual carriageway A505 did not exist then and so the main road from Hitchin to Luton was the minor 

road that today goes up Offley Hill and through the village of Offley.  There had been a heavy fall of 

snow one winter night in about 1943 or 1944, and halfway up Offley Hill the next morning the double-

decker bus that we were on gradually lost traction and then started to slide backwards down the hill.  

The driver managed to nudge the rear of the bus to the left so that it jammed against the grass verge and 

then he said to us, “Sorry folks but you will have to walk from here.  When you get to Stopsley, on the 

outskirts of Luton, you should be able to get a bus from there to Park Square.”   That was a walk of 

about three miles, in deep snow, with first of all the rest of Offley Hill to walk up.  We were very 

pleased by the evening to learn that the road had been cleared and salted.  Schools certainly did not close 

because three or four inches of snow had fallen overnight. 
 

During the war Pobjoys, like so many other firms, were not allowed to manufacture their own peacetime 

product and so for the duration of the war Pobjoys ceased to make their light aero-engines for the 

civilian market and had to manufacture and assemble aircraft components as directed by the Ministry of 

Aircraft Production.  I remember parts for Spitfires, also Avro Lancaster and Short Stirling bombers 

amongst the many items that I worked on.  When two more production bays were built the ex-Bondor 

factory was called No.1 shop and the other two, Numbers 2 and 3 shops.  At the rear of the factory, 

close to the railway line, was the engine test bed. 
 

The local Fire Brigades were all incorporated into the Auxiliary Fire Service, which came under the 

control of the NFS (National Fire Service).  One of the reasons for this was, for example, that when 

London was being heavily bombed in the Blitz and fires were raging everywhere, Fire Brigades could 

quickly be called in to help, even from as far out as Biggleswade.  Our Fire Station was then in Church 

Street and the building is still there today.  At the rear was a brick built air raid shelter with bunks in it.  

As well as a table-tennis table there were also bunks in the recreation room on the first floor, above 

where the Fire Engine was garaged.  In September 1943 I reached my 16th birthday, as did several of 

my friends in the Scouts, and we enrolled as messengers in the A.F.S.  Several other local boys were 

also serving as messengers.  No mobile phones in those days for crews to use at a fire, and they were not 

issued with any sort of two-way radio.  Each night a fire crew, together with a couple of messengers, 

slept fully dressed in uniform at the old Fire Station ready for instant call-out if needed.  This duty 

occurred every fifth night.  As a back-up water supply a static water tank stood on the Market Square, 

close to where the Surfin’ Café is today.  This was a large metal tank, which from memory was about 30 

feet long by about 15 wide by some 3 to 4 feet deep and was kept constantly topped up with water.   
 

In addition to any action to deal with fires caused by air raids, having a crew on stand- by in the Fire 

Station all night, every night, meant a quicker response to deal with any of the usual sort of local fires.  

Even so, I can remember one that happened on a night when I was on duty, when the ‘gentlemen’s 

outfitter’ shop belonging to Albert Denny (now the premises occupied by the Halifax Building Society) 

caught fire.  By the time somebody saw it on fire in the early hours of the morning and called out the 

Fire Brigade it was so well and truly ablaze that the interior was gutted.  A lot of the salvaged stock 

could not be sold as new as it was partially damaged by either heat, smoke or water, but clothes 

rationing was in operation and a lot of this stock was sold off at half price and for half the amount of 

clothing coupons that would normally have been required. 
 

READ THE FINAL INSTALMENT OF ERIC’S MAGNIFICENT MEMOIRS NEXT MONTH! 
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         MEMORIES OF A BIGGLESWADE BOY         
 

TEENAGE YEARS – 1940 to 1946 – Part 6 (final part) 
 

                                               By Eric James Lund.  September 2013 

 

Towards the end of the war the Germans started sending over their V1 flying bombs, sometimes called buzz bombs or 

more usually doodlebugs and these were soon followed by the V2 rockets.  We did not suffer from this new form of aerial 

bombardment in Biggleswade but sometimes the occasional doodlebug could be seen passing over in the night sky.  The 

red glow from its exhaust revealed its position and flight path, but also that its engine had not yet cut out and therefore it 

had not yet started on its downward glide path to its intended target, which caused sighs of relief from anyone watching. 
 

VE Day on 8 May 1945, followed by VJ Day on 15 August, were days of great jubilation and celebration throughout the 

land.  As in most other towns street parties were quickly organised in Biggleswade, there was dancing on the Market 

Square [and in Hitchin Street – BHS archive photo, below] and some local firms held VJ parties in their canteens.   
 

 

I was watching a film in the Regal cinema when suddenly the showing of the film stopped and Mr Walters, the manager, 

came to the front and announced, to loud applause, “Ladies and Gentlemen, Japan has surrendered.  The war is over!”  It 

must be very difficult for anyone who has not lived through those six years of war to fully appreciate what it meant to 

have peace at last, with an end to blackouts and air raids, with the hope that soon there would be an end to rationing and 

shortages and, most importantly of all, the return home of family members serving in the Armed Forces.   
 

Active service overseas was not for a six-month tour of duty as today.  When men and women in the forces were posted 

abroad they were there until they were posted back to the UK or got a long-awaited home leave.  Many were abroad for 

several years, as were those held as prisoners of war in an enemy country.  Servicemen captured during the 1940 retreat to 

Dunkirk, for example, had been in a prisoner of war camp for five years. The town organised a Welcome Home dinner 

for the ex-PoWs when they did at last arrive home.  Best of all, for those who had family members on active service in 
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combat areas, was the relief that they could go to bed at night without wondering whether their loved one would still be 

alive when they woke up in the morning.   
 

Once the war ended the Government swiftly moved to release premises that had been requisitioned or commandeered for 

war purposes and returned them to their proper owners.  Pobjoys moved back to Rochester airport and Kayser Bondor 

returned to their own building which had housed the Pobjoy No 1 Shop.  No 2 and No 3 Shops, which had been built by 

the Government, eventually became the factory of Berkeley Coachworks, producing their well-known range of caravans 

and small sports cars.  Some of the Pobjoy employees who had come to Biggleswade in the wartime dispersal returned to 

Rochester with the company, but many settled down locally.  Being bound to the company as an indentured apprentice, I 

had to move to Rochester with them but was called up for military service in July 1946.  
  
Although the war was over Britain still had many military 

commitments in various parts of the world and so the 

Government policy, quite rightly in my opinion was, wherever 

possible, to release those who had served through the war, and 

replace them with young men who had reached the age at 

which they were eligible for call-up.  This meant that while a 

lot of people like me had been in a reserved occupation during 

the war, in my case because I was working in an aircraft 

factory, by late 1945 we became eligible for call-up.   
 

The other use of conscripted labour that was introduced was to 

send some young men to work in the coal mines, where there 

was a shortage of labour resulting from the war, instead of into 

the Armed Forces.  These were known as the Bevin Boys, after 

Ernest Bevin, the Minister of Labour who introduced the 

scheme.  It was my fervent hope and, as far as I know, the 

fervent hope of every local lad I knew, that when our call-up 

notice arrived in the post it would be for the Army, Navy or 

R.A.F. and definitely not an order to spend the next two years 

or so underground in a coal mine every working day. 
 

[The photograph shows Eric in November 1947, serving in 

Palestine with a REME unit of the Airborne Division.] 
 

By the time I was ‘demobbed’ in August 1948 my teenage 

days were over. 
 

 

From the Editor:  I’m sure all of our readers have enjoyed and learned much from Eric’s reminiscences of his early years 

which have appeared in instalments starting in April 2014.  He can be justly proud of this major achievement.  Eric 

particularly wishes to thank Ken Page for proof reading the whole work before it was submitted for publication in the 

BHS Newsletter, and for his help and advice in suggesting improvements and corrections.    
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A note from the Society’s Editor:  Soon after I became Editor of the BHS Newsletter in 2011 I thought it would be 

good to run a regular ‘Meet the Member’ or ’Meet the Committee’ feature to help people in the Society get to know one 

another better.  So I asked members to write two or three paragraphs about themselves that they would feel comfortable 

sharing with others, and to supply a photograph.  This is what came back from Eric.   I leave him to speak directly to you..   
 

Finally, we come to our ‘MEET THE...’ feature.  When I asked Eric Lund to put together a few words I hadn’t expected him 

to write quite so much!  He said that I could cut it as necessary, but to reduce it to the usual half page was beyond my powers 

of précis!  I’ve left it as Eric wrote it because it touches on interesting themes: local and national education, National Service, 

local engineering industries and the opportunities they provided – and the many and varied opportunities for personal 

fulfilment through involvement in the community.  In short, it follows on very nicely from last month’s article by Vic Brunt.         
     

.  MEET THE VICE PRESIDENT – ERIC JAMES LUND 
 

Born in Runcorn in Cheshire in September 1927, my arrival in Biggleswade was when my parents moved here in 1930 

for my father to become a teacher at Biggleswade Senior Boys School in Rose Lane, a position that he held for the next 

20 years.  For a short period we lived in London Road, only a few houses to the south of the Workhouse, with open fields, 

[now occupied by Holmemead School], at the back of our house.  When we moved to Banks Road in the early 1930s it 

was still an unmade road and the houses on the inner side of the triangle formed by Drove Road, Banks Road and Potton 

Road were just being built.  A couple of years or so before the outbreak of World War 2 my parents moved yet again, this 

time to 31 Fairfield Road, where they lived for the rest of their lives and where I lived until I got married in 1950. 
 

My education, as was the case with most of my contemporaries, began at the Infants School in Rose Lane, with Miss 

West as Headmistress, continued at the Junior Boys School in Church Street under Headmaster Frank Saunders, then 

finally back to Rose Lane to the Senior Boys School, which until a few years earlier had been called Biggleswade Council 

School for Boys.  This was before the 1944 Butler Education Act, so that other than those who went to Grammar School 

or a Technical College, all children in the state education system left school, with no formal academic qualifications, at the 

end of the school year in which they reached their 14
th
 birthday,.  ‘O’ levels, ‘A’ levels, GCSE’s etc followed the 

introduction of the Butler Act, which also raised the school leaving age to 16, with opportunities to remain in full time 

education until 18 years old.   

Having left school at the end of the 1941 Christmas term, I started work in January 

1942 at Pobjoy Airmotors and Aircraft Ltd, in what pre-war had been the Bondor 

factory at the end of Hitchin Street, starting my formal five year apprenticeship with 

them on my 16
th
 birthday in September 1943.  Part of my apprentice training meant 

extending my education with one day a week attendance at Luton Technical College.  

All this was interrupted in July 1946 when my ‘calling-up papers’ required me to 

report for Army service.  After the usual six weeks ‘square-bashing’ I was posted to 

the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.  For the latter part of 1947 and the 

early months of 1948 I served in Palestine with the Sixth Airborne Division, returning 

to England when the British Mandate ended and the state of Israel was founded. 
 

After ‘demob’ at the end of July 1948 I started work in the machine shop of Smart 

and Brown (Engineers) Ltd at their factory at the southern end of London Road, then 

in January 1957 I moved to Weatherley Oilgear Ltd to become an engineering 

draughtsman in the Drawing Office of their Dells Lane factory.  Weatherley were 

taken over by Cincinnati Milling Machines [later Cincinnati Milacron Ltd] and for the later years of my working life I was 

manager of the Engineering Department of the Broach Division of Cincinnati Milacron.  During my time with this firm I 

travelled quite a lot on Company business; in the UK and to most other European countries, usually for overnight visits or 

just a few days; but I also spent four months in the main factory in Cincinnati, Ohio, USA, two weeks in Belgrade, three 

weeks in Israel and a month in Taiwan. 
 

A major interest for a large part of my life was Scouting. I joined the Cubs in the summer of 1937, went up into the Scouts 

in May 1939, became a Rover Scout in November 1945 and soon after received my Warrant as Assistant Scout Master.  

After demob from the army I was warranted as Scout Master of the 9
th
 Beds (B’wade) Scout Troop, [now the 1

st
 

Biggleswade].  When working hours made it difficult to give the proper amount of time to being a uniformed Leader I 

resigned my Warrant and became a lay member of the Group Committee. [nowadays called the Group Executive] and 

for many years was Chairman.  I was also a member of the Scout District Association, serving on sub-committees such as 

the Art and Handicraft, Swimming Gala, Annual Ball and the Warrants Committee.  For several years I was District 
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Water Activities Adviser, my main interest in this capacity being sailing, with many enjoyable days spent on Grafham 

Water and Stewartby Lake.  By the time that I retired from the Group Committee in 1987 I had been an active member of 

the Biggleswade Scout Group, in one capacity or another, for fifty years.  Today I am Chairman of the local Scout 

Fellowship, a group of people who were actively involved in Scouting for many years, but are not able to do so now 

because of age, or health, or often a combination of the two, but who still like to keep in contact.  In 2009 I was one of a 

small team who wrote and published the ‘100 Year History of Biggleswade Scout Group’. 
 

In the early 1970s I was a member of the Biggleswade Dramatic Society for a few years and took part in four of their 

plays, put on in the hall at the Constitutional (Conservative) Club.  Among the leading members at that time were Nora 

Skirton, Eva Norman, Norman Gill and Peter Foinette.  At about the same time I was also a member of the Biggleswade 

Camera Club, who met in Watkin’s canteen, just off the Twitchell.  Having inherited an interest in gardening from my 

father, [Gardening was one of the subjects that he taught at ‘Hicks Pits Academy’], I was a member of Biggleswade 

Gardening club for a number of years and had an allotment until the end of August 2010  
 

After retirement at the end of 1992 I was able to spend more time at some of my activities and interests and to expand into 

new ones.  For five years, until my 70
th
 birthday I drove the Ivel Sprinter Community Bus several times each month.  

Before the passing of the years finally took its toll, my wife Kathleen and I had always enjoyed walking in the 

countryside, particularly in areas with lakes and mountains.  As well as the Lake District, Wales, Exmoor and Dartmoor 

we had walked in the Bavarian Alps, the Black Forest, The Bernese Oberland in Switzerland and the Dolomites in 

northern Italy, but we also liked walking in our own local countryside.  From this experience I wrote a weekly route 

description of local country walks for the Biggleswade Chronicle from April to October for two years.  Also on retirement 

I joined the Ivel Valley [Biggleswade] branch of University of the Third Age and amongst other activities with them I 

lead the walking group on a walk of about 3 miles once a month. 
 

Unfortunately I cannot remember, nor do I have any record of, when I joined Biggleswade History Society, but retirement 

gave me more time to devote to this interest and I became a member of the Committee. This was in the days when the late 

Horace Dilley was Chairman, Ken Page was Secretary and meetings were held in the Weatherley Centre.  Some years 

later when I retired from the Committee I joined the Book Publication Team and to date I have taken part in the writing 

and production of seven of the Society’s books.  The research of material for the books and the subsequent writing and 

proof reading can be quite time consuming but I have always found it to be very interesting.  A thought occurred to me 

some time ago: the German word for ‘history’ is Geschichte and Geschichte is also the German word for ‘story’.  

Obviously a full and complete record of historical events needs to include factual information such as dates, but I have 

always felt quite strongly that ‘history’ should be presented in the first place as the story of how our ancestors lived their 

lives in years gone by, both in the recent past and also in the distant past.  I hope that one of the main things that we have 

done as a History Society is to present the story of the history of our town and townsfolk to the present population of 

Biggleswade, and record it for the interest and enlightenment of future generations. 
 

History and geography were my two favourite subjects at school, closely followed by writing what in those days were 

called ‘compositions’ but what are nowadays probably called some name like ‘creative writing’.  Therefore it naturally 

follows that the existence of a History Society in Biggleswade has enabled me, and I am sure many others, to develop and 

expand our interest in history as a subject and specifically our own local history.  Writing the occasional article for the 

newsletter over the years has added to my enjoyment of being a member, and the necessary research before writing the 

articles, or my contribution to the books, has been interesting and educational.  It has certainly expanded my knowledge 

and I would recommend to anyone who has not tried it to have a go!  You might surprise yourself! 
 

Within recent years I was the Society’s President for a time, until by mutual consent I 

agreed to accept the position of Vice President, subject to the members’ approval at the 

AGM, leaving the position of President to be offered to Ken Page.  This, I am happy to 

say, was confirmed by members at the next AGM and we have in Ken a very worthy 

President.  At that same AGM the members also honoured me by making me an 

Honorary Life Vice President.  I hope to continue being an active member of 

Biggleswade History Society for as long as I am able to and look forward to the Society 

continuing to grow, expanding both its membership numbers and its historical activities.  

One thing that I soon learned when taking part in my various interests in the past years 

and that has certainly been confirmed during my years as a member of Biggleswade 

History Society is that what you get out of being a member of an organisation such as 

ours is directly related to what you put into it.  


